COVID-19 Testing Sites for Vermilion County

(Updated: November 17, 2020)

Aunt Martha’s – 614 N. Gilbert Street (Danville)

- Days of Operation: Everyday
- Hours: 9:00am - 4:30pm
- No appointment needed; walk-ins welcome
- Website or COVID Hotline:auntmarthas.org 877-692-8686
- Languages Offered: English and Spanish, as well as Language Line

OSF – Prompt Care Location ONLY: 707 N. Logan (Danville)

- Testing only available at their Prompt Care location only: In order to be tested through Prompt Care, either the patient will need to have the test ordered through their OSF provider, or they will need to call the OSF hotline to get a test in process for them.
- Testing must be scheduled and is collected while the patient remains in their car. If not currently an OSF patient --you may also go to Prompt Care as a patient and request the test if required by the school, or to be examined to determine if there is an alternative diagnosis ---i.e. strep.
- OSF does charge for the testing --and most insurances have it as a covered service ---best to check with insurance as to patient responsibility if there are questions as plans differ.
- Promptcare and Urgo care have limited supplies of Rapid Testing.

Carle – 311 W. Fairchild St. (Danville) or 701 E. Orange St. (Hoopeston)

First step - call the COVID-19 Hotline at (217) 902-6100 for testing and treatment guidance.

- Patients seen in an Emergency Department, Convenient Care, Primary Care or Specialty Care who meet the criteria can be directed to a Carle COVID-19 testing site.
- Please check with your insurance as Carle will charge for testing.
- For all Carle locations, here is the latest guidance for directing patients for testing:
  - Pre-Procedural – Carle Approved Testing Site
  - Symptomatic Patient – Carle Approved Testing Site
  - Instructed to test after confirmed exposure (exposure for Carle ONLY is less than 6 ft, more than 15 minutes and no mask) – Carle Approved Testing Site
  - No Symptoms and No Exposure – Referred to other testing Sites.

For patients tested at Carle Foundation Hospital, Carle Physician Group, Carle Hoopeston Regional Health Center and Carle Richland Memorial Hospital testing locations:

1. Patients with negative COVID-19 test results who have provided a mobile phone number will receive an automated text message.
2. Results are available in the patient’s MyCarle account.
3. Results can be mailed, faxed, or emailed, at the patient’s request (requires completion of authorization to release PHI form).
4. Patients may schedule pick-up times at Carle Foundation Hospital by calling the Carle Health Information Management (HIM) department at (217) 902-6500. For urgent requests (printed results needed in the next three business days), patients may arrange to pick up at Carle at The Fields Administrative Center (CATFA). Requires a completed Release of Information (ROI) form available online to complete before arrival or at the CATFA (reception desk).
   - HIM Release of Information staff will validate that results are available in Epic.
   - When a patient presents to CATFA, the front desk attendant will notify HIM staff (patient’s name needed).
   - HIM will meet the patient outside, validate completed ROI forms, and release the results to the patient.
Community Based Testing at Market Place Mall in Champaign, IL – 2000 N. Neil St. Champaign, IL

- Free and no appointment needed
- Open regardless of Symptoms
- 8AM-4PM or until supplies run out
- Can get results by calling 1-888-297-7208 or 1-800-889-3931

Gibson Health of Hoopeston – 705 S. Dixie Hwy in Hoopeston, IL

  - They will test only their patients, patients who need a test before going through procedures under the Gibson Facility, and patients who need a test to get back to work or school.
  - Drive thru M-F
  - Open 8AM – 12PM and 1pm - 5PM
  - They definitely prefer you call first: 217-283-5530

CVS in Danville – 820 N. Vermilion St. Danville, IL

- Must get an appointment online - https://www.cvs.com/minuteclinic/covid-19-testing?icid=covid_testing_dt_banner
- Results back in 48-72 hours (some locations have the rapid, but the availability is limited)
- Cost – billed to insurance or uses a federal program for uninsured, so out of pocket should be $0.

COVID19 – Mobile Clinic Sites (see website below to find out current locations)

- Free and no appointment needed
- Open regardless of symptoms
- Times can vary or while supplies last
- Check to see if the Mobile Testing Site is near you: https://www.dph.illinois.gov/testing/mobile-testing-sites Make sure you scroll all the way down to see the dates and locations. They post 1 week at a time.
- They will call you with your results, however, you can also call to get results by calling 1-888-297-7208 or 1-800-889-3931